Frontend Engineer (m/f/x) at BurdaForward Italia

At BurdaForward we have a common mission: to support and provide people with individual, reliable and solution-oriented content throughout the day and help them lead a better life. That's why we do not only outline problems but point out how things can be improved - in society and in everyday life. We combine first-class journalism with innovative technology!

Your challenging task...

• Frontend application development with a variety of languages and frameworks including but not limited to HTML5, CSS, Javascript
• Development of our HTML frontends, using and extending our style guide components
• Adaptation and expansion of our frontend development tools in close cooperation and collaboration with all stakeholders
• Optimize site performance and implement A / B tests in order to deliver the best user experience for our visitors
• Close communication with the teams of UX / VX, reaction, web analytics and sales

Your convincing background...

Minimum Qualification

• You have at least 5+ years of experience with HTML5, CSS and Javascript, ideally experience with offshoots like AMP, SASS or LESS
• You have experience with frontend template engines such as Twig or Blade
• You have solid experience with development tools such as Gulp, Webpack and NPM Safe handling of git (merge, branch)
• You can speak and write in English fluently and enjoy working in an international environment
• You have an Italian work or residence permit.

Preferred Qualification

• You are used to measuring the success of technical measures using technical audit tools
• You have experience with dockerized environments
• You are interested in new trends in software engineering and software architecture without forgetting proven technologies and patterns
• You want to work in a company that uses agile methodologies and enjoy working in teams with a focus on sharing knowledge

Your turn: If you think this position is right for you and that you can help us make BurdaForward big in Bari, we’d be delighted to talk to you. Simply click apply and send us your English application: https://www.burda-forward.de/en/career/jobs/